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FIGURE 1:

Yard Office

FIGURE 2:

Gatehouse with Gate
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Thanks for purchasing this Cornerstone Series® Kit!

Please read all instructions before starting. All parts 

are molded in styrene plastic, so use glues and paints 

which are compatible.

Before Assembly
Check kit for proper number of parts. Cut and file flash 

from parts. Sand edges to ensure right angle joints 

with no gaps between parts.

Painting
You can paint this kit with brush, spray can or 

airbrush. If you plan on painting you should consider 

painting corresponding parts before installing win-

dows. Weathering

is optional.

Assembly
Office (Figure 1)
Glue Windows (7) and doors (8) in their respective 

openings in the walls (2, 3, 4). Glue the window glass 

(9, 10) in place. Glue walls (2, 3, 4, 5) together and to 

the base (1).

Gate House with Gate (Figure 2)
Glue windows (7) and Door (8) in their respective 

openings in the walls (12, 13, 14, 15). Glue the glass 

(9, 10) in place. Glue the walls (12, 13, 14, 15) 

together and to the base (11). Glue the roof (16) on 

top of the walls. Insert part #20 into the gate post half 

(22). Note the larger end protrusion on part # 20 goes 

into #22. Glue other gate post half (21) to #22. Be 

careful not to get any glue on part #20. Glue the gate 

(23) to the end of #20. Be careful not to get any glue 

on part #22. Glue the finished gates to both sides of 

the base as shown. Cut the stop signs from the other 

side of this page and glue to part #23. Other signs 

that can be cut and glued to the building for a more 

realistic model.


